SECRET

Prime Minister
Workin Pa er on Secondar Industrial Action
Ian Percival came to see me this morning.
Gerewith Minute of yesterday's date which he has prepared,
at this stage only as a confidential Minute setting out his
carefully considered views on Tuesday's Working Paper.
You will remember that the first paragraph of Jim's Minute
dated 18th February, 1980, with which he circulated his Working
Paper referred to the "very substantial assistance from the
Solicitor-General"which he had received in preparing the
Working Paper.
It is difficult to overstate Ian Percival's unhappiness. But
during our talk this morning he used the word "disgust" on three
occasions.
Although the Working Paper is only a consultative one, Ian
finds it impossible to defend.
He made it clear that if the
proposals in the Working Paper were to be incorporated in new
clauses to the Employment Bill, he would not be able to remain
as a Member of your Administration.
I pointed out to Ian that it was probable that the same very
garefully argued objections to the Working Paper as are set out
in his own Minute would be presented to the Department of Employment,
and that although we had lost the battle so far as the Working Paper
is concerned, we had not lost the war, because the key future
decision which has to be taken is what change should be made to the Bill
Ian believes that many of your colleagues would be appalled if they
realised the reality of the position,
as set out in his Minute. Ian
is being subjected to very considerable criticism by his colleagues
at the Bar who take an interest in Industrial Relations - a criticism
with which he finds himself in full agreement.
I know that Ian would welcome the chance of a talk with you about
this, and mentioned the possibility of you dining with him again this
Sunday evening. It you had a chance to give him a ring over the
weekend, I know that he would appreciate this greatly. His telephone
number is Appledore 321 (023 383 321).
I have never seen Ian so unhappy and depressed. You know, better
thanl, his worth and value.

22nd February, 1980
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Tests (a) and (b) can be taken
together
and in my view
would
present no difficulty
to the Union (or others) taking the
secondary action,
in any practical
circumstances
that I can
visualise.
(In my view the action taken in the cases
of
Nawala, EcShane and Duport would have passed both tests).
It is difficult
therefore
to see how those tests would limit Sec
13 "immunity" to any significant
degree - if indeed at all.
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As to the remaining tests it is clear that they are not
intended to have and do not have the effect of restoring
their CommonLaw rights to those beyond the relationship
of
first
supplier
or customer of the party in dispute.
On the
contrary,
it is plain that many beyond that line may be
damaged and deliberately
damaged and yet be still
unable to sue.
What is more difficult
is to see where the limits end, but some
idea of the extent of the remaining immunity may be gained from
the following examples.
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Nawala (1979)3 All hR p.614 at p. 622 b to e.
l'IcShane (1980)2 VLR 89 at p. 95H/96D.
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The intHon James Prior, I.12,
Department of Employment

cc Prime hinister

Thank you for sending Ilea couy of your draft Working Paper on
Immunities for Secondary industrial Action, with your covering
minute to the Prime ilinister.
As you :=,ow,I have (both before and since the Election) supported
your general line of moving one stage at a time, in step with
-eublic opinion, towards a reform of industrial relations law
which would restore a fair balance between the rights and powers
of unions and those of maeafl;ement. But I am bound to say that
I believe the most recent events have changed both the political
situation and the state of public oninion (including that of
ran::-andfile trade unionists) to such an extent that it would be
unwise to commit ourselves now to the limited reforms sugf;eSted
in your -paperwithout further consideration by Cabinet
I am not sure, in any case, that I understand the need for haste
sugi;estedby your timetable. Surely really major amendments
to this politically sensitive Lill ought to be debated by the
House rather than in ;3tandingCommittee, so that discussion time
could be extended until nearer the beginning of Reuort stage?
circulated to members
You will have read Peter Thorneydroft's i,aT)er
and with his
views
his
with
entirely
of Cabinet. I agree
since it is my
However,
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of
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job to advise colleagues on what con be effectively uresented to
I just do not believe
the public, I would Fysolf c;ofarher.
that your uraposals are now acLeguateto satisfy 'publicopinion
and the disquiet of rank-and-file trade unionists (which has
been reuoatedly shown in opinion polls - to say nothing of the
last Election).
decide to do ultimately.... our aim
Yoz say that Lehateverwe
is to start the process of Puttinr in(Thstrialrelations in Britain
cm a souhd le;TalfootinT for the future'. On the contrary, I
believe that if we do not Tot it rimnt this time, and be seen to
the injustices ad -putthe law beyond reasonable doubi;,
re::,ove
We may well never ret a
we shall 7et the waest of all wores.
we shall Miss
.(pi,ent;
second cnence at a Holltical:;,/
the tide of -)ublicopinion; we sha1l.cereearto have let down
the resuonsible rank-and-file trac unionists (including Illany
in tne private steel firz,$)who look to us for erotection; we
shal7 Tet a bad Press; and we shall forfeit most of our
credibility.
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You say that to go further wopl('provo'ceextreme oPposition
by union leaders, and that the emPlovers who have advised ou
'are emphatic that a, —is
,age we snou. o no _lar
,nan
these proPosa_s •
,o oubt: nu, sure_y we _ave a much
wider r sponi ility as a Government, to the Public at large
as consumers, as workers, and as the Ynainsufferers from
industrial dismutes as at 'Presentconducted? We shall not
be forgiven if we aPPear to let thfs majority down in deference to
minority vested interests.
Finally, let me tell you what worries me most. We are
continually being told that 'we are not getting our message
across' - on the economy, on spendinE cuts, money supply and
interest rates, etc.
I am absolutely sure that, if we do not
by adenuate action now rreta convincinE message across that
we have the Will to dea' effectively with industrial relations
law, we shall never Eet any economic message across at all if
on_Lybecause most people believe that excessive trade
anion Powers and immunities are at the root of our industrial
and economic problems. If, however, we do get this one
right now, I believe our Eain in credibi.lityand support will
enable us to carry the majority of the People with us on all
the rest.
I am sorry to have written at such length, but I feel strongly
that this is nerllapsthe most imPortent and critical decision
this Government will ever have to m?,ke,and that it should not
be taken in a hurry.
I hope, therefore, it ma'rbe possible
to discuss it further in apane,.
T

am copying this to the Prime Ninister.

